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Property Agreement Coaching – How it Works: 
Northern Frontiers provides coaching to help you work out how to divide your assets and �nalize the 
�nancial relationship you have with your ex-partner. Your coach will assist in identifying the combined 
property pool and exploring options for property division along with actions needed to complete each 
option. What you end up with is a well-developed Property Proposal that may be presented to the other 
party for consideration in �nalising your �nancial relationship. If agreement is reached you are advised 
to seek legal advice around formalising the agreement. Referrals can be provided upon request.

Bene�ts of Property Agreement Coaching:

Reduce the need for court action
Save time and money on legal fees
Receive relevant information from a friendly experienced professional in a con�dential setting
Limit ongoing con�ict with your ex-partner by presenting a well-considered proposal that 
includes actions for completion
If children are involved, limit disruption to their �nancial support by resolving issues quickly.

At any stage of the coaching process either party may request mediation, which is basically a mediated 
assisted discussion for separated parties who cannot reach agreement themselves. 

Pricing:  

Property Agreement Coaching sessions are charged at $180.00 for a standard 60 minute session. Longer 
sessions can be arranged. Sessions can be in-person or via phone/video chat.

Disclaimer:  
All Northern Frontiers’ coaching and mediation services are directed by the Family Law 
Act 1975 however we do not provide legal advice.  
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Recently separated and can’t agree on who gets what? 
Does the thought of a lengthy court battle give you nightmares? 

There is a better way.

Phone, Videochat or Face-to-Face

Northern Frontiers Services 
Property Agreement Coaching
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Important: It is now mandatory for disputing parties to attempt property mediation prior to asking the 
court to decide matters for them.


